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ABSTRACT

Mutations acquired during development and aging

lead to inter- and intra-tissue genetic variations. Ev-

idence linking such mutations to complex traits and

diseases is rising. We detected somatic mutations in

protein-coding regions in 140 benign tissue samples

representing nine tissue-types (bladder, breast, liver,

lung, prostate, stomach, thyroid, head and neck) and

paired blood from 70 donors. A total of 80% of the

samples had 2–39 mutations detectable at tissue-

level resolution. Factors such as age and smoking

were associated with increased burden of detectable

mutations, and tissues carried signatures of distinct

mutagenic processes such as oxidative DNA dam-

age and transcription-coupled repair. Using muta-

tional signatures, we predicted that majority of the

mutations in blood originated in hematopoietic stem

and early progenitor cells. Missense to silent muta-

tions ratio and the persistence of potentially damag-

ing mutations in expressed genes carried signatures

of relaxed purifying selection. Our findings have rel-

evance for etiology, diagnosis and treatment of dis-

eases including cancer.

INTRODUCTION

Recent initiatives have extensively mapped genetic varia-
tions in human populations, and also between- and within-
sample genetic heterogeneity in cancer. But, in comparison,
somatic genetic variation in healthy individuals is much less
understood and under-studied (1).Half ormore of the point
mutations in cancers of self-renewing tissues are suspected
to originate prior to tumor initiation (2). Studies by others
and us have shown that detectable clonal mosaicism and so-
matic mutations in non-malignant tissues are linked to can-
cer risk later in life and survival (3–5). In many cases, so-

matic mutations are present in clonally expanded cell pop-
ulations in non-malignant tissues, detectable at tissue-level
resolution. For instance, using targeted sequencing, Mart-
incorena et al. detected high burden of somatic mutations
in clonally expanded cell populations in benign skin biopsy
samples (6). Other studies have also reported somatic mu-
tations in non-malignant tissues at a frequency higher than
that previously suspected (3,4,7–10). Evidence for roles of
somatic mutations in complex traits and diseases other than
cancer is also rising (1,11,12). Moreover, intra-tissue ge-
netic variation can be an issue for patient-derived induced
pluripotent stem (iPS) cells, since cells from the same donor
may not have identical genomes (8). These �ndings under-
score the importance of an assessment of the landscape of
somatic mutations in non-malignant tissues, and associated
mutation signatures.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data acquisition

We obtained exome-sequence data for 140 benign tissue
samples from 70 donors with solid tumor from the TCGA
(13). The benign samples represented nine solid tissues
(bladder, breast, head and neck, liver, lung, prostate, stom-
ach and thyroid), and corresponding blood.We also had tu-
mor exome sequencing data from these patients. Using se-
quencing data from tumor, benign solid tissue, and blood
we identi�ed benign solid tissue and blood speci�c somatic
mutations (Figure 1A). For head and neck squamous cell
carcinoma cohort, tumor proximal non-malignant tissue
was considered as matched benign solid tissue. Any vari-
ants arising from tumorDNA contaminations were also ex-
cluded after comparing the paired tumor genomes. Average
sequencing depth for samples analyzed is 48× and in gen-
eral depth for tissue and corresponding blood is compara-
ble. Some tissue samples are sequenced at relatively higher
(e.g. ∼70× for breast and stomach samples) or lower depth
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Figure 1. (A) A schematic representation showing the pipeline for detecting somatic mutations in apparently benign tissues. (B) The TCGA cohorts and
the number of donors in each cohort are shown. (C) Adjusted mutation detection rate per Mb in exonic regions is shown for different cancer type. For each
cancer type, the median value is shown using a black line. (D) Scatterplot showing ADMB (adjusted detectable mutation burden) in the matched blood
and solid tissues for the donors. (E) A schematic representation describing that mutations detected in blood at certain allele frequency threshold can come
from one or more major clones.

(e.g. ∼23× bladder and liver samples; Supplementary Ta-
ble S1). Age, gender and smoking status data for the donors
were obtained from the TCGA (13).

Identi�cation and assessment of somatic mutation

To identify high con�dence somatic mutations, we used
VarScan2 (14) with the following �lters: (i) ≥25× coverage
at the somatic variant site in both samples (solid tissue and
blood), (ii) high-con�dence variant call, allele frequency
≥0.1 andP-value cut-off 0.05, (ii) variant allele frequency=
0 in the reference sample (i.e. solid tissue for blood speci�c
mutation analysis and vice versa), (iii) somatic mutation de-
tection P-value > 0.05 cut-off and (iv) variants present in
the dbSNP (version 138) database are �ltered. Four outliers
samples had excessive potential somatic mutations (≥5-fold

mutation rate per Mb compared to average mutation rate
per Mb in particular tissue type) (TCGA-55-7576:blood,
TCGA-44-7661:blood, TCGA-GD-A2C5:bladder, TCGA-
44-2665:lung). The excessive mutation burden in the out-
liers appeared to arise due to a combination of factors in-
cluding presence of tumor DNA, history of other malig-
nancy and treatment and technical issues related to sam-
ple preparation and sequencing (e.g. depth of sequencing).
Outliers were excluded from further analysis.
We took multiple measures to estimate the con�dence

in the reported somatic variant calls, after accounting for
possible sources of errors due to misclassi�ed germ line
heterozygous SNPs, contamination due to tumor-derived
DNA and sequencing error (Supplementary Text and Sup-
plementary Figure S1). Additionally, for a subset of the
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samples, matched RNA-Seq data from the same tissues
were available. A considerable proportion of the mutant al-
leles were also detectable in the RNA-Seq data, indicating
expression of these variants in the affected tissues. Clonal
analysis was performed using approaches used elsewhere
(15). In brief, we generated a histogram of allele frequency
distribution for a given sample. Usingmixtool package (16),
we �t mixtures of Gaussian distributions to the data using
expectation maximization approach, and decided the num-
ber of components in the mixture using Bayesian Informa-
tion Criterion.

Integrative analysis

We obtained the list of genes associated with DNA repair
from the catalogmaintained by RichardWood’s group (17).
We also obtained the catalog of genes involved in complex
traits, and cancer from the NHGRI GWAS catalog (18),
and COSMIC (19), respectively. While some of the somatic
mutations were in the MHC (major histocompatibility) lo-
cus, a vast majority of themutations (>95%) were elsewhere
in the genome. Potential deleterious consequences of the
missense mutations were predicted using SIFT (sorting in-
tolerant irom tolerant) algorithm (20). Mas5 condensed ex-
pression data (GNF1H) for 33 689 probes from 72 benign
human tissues (includingmultiple blood cell types) were ob-
tained fromGNFSymAtlas (21). Probes weremapped onto
33 495 transcripts from 17 185 human genes. The de�ni-
tion of tissue-speci�c genes was as previously used.We used
the ConsensusPathDB (22) for functional analyses, and Cy-
toscape for representation. Functional consequences of the
missense mutations were predicted using SIFT (20), which
uses multiple criteria such as amino acid substitution and
evolutionary conservation to classify the mutations. Muta-
tions deemed damaging are more likely to perturb structure
and/or function of the protein, or lead to gain-of-function,
while those �agged as benign are less likely to do so. The
transcription-coupled repair (TCR) score is calculated as
the product of (i) the difference in the proportion of C:G
> A:T substitution between the highly (top 25 percentile)
and lowly expressed (bottom 25 percentile) genes and (ii)
transcriptional strand bias in the abundance of C > A ver-
sus G > T substitution between the same group of genes, in
a given tissue. Tissue enrichment was calculated using gene-
SetTest of R limma package.

Mathematical modeling

We adopted a linear birth-immigration-death model
(23), and considered the following parameter values:
Hematopoietic stem cell (HSC) replication rate (�): once
25–50 weeks, differentiation rate (�): 0.71L, HSC death
rate (�): 0.14L, the rate at which short-term reconstituting
cell-derived clones exhaust: 1 per 6.7 weeks, mutation rate:
10−8 per base per cell division, based on published studies
(24). We calculated the survival probability of an HSC
clone as 1 − µ0(l), where

p0(t) =
[

α + ν − (α + ν)e(−λ+α+ν)t
]/[

λ − (α + ν)e(−λ+α+ν)t
]

.

We changed HSC replication, death and differentiation
rates by different proportions, and recalculated the survival
probabilities of the clone.

RESULTS

We developed a pipeline to detect somatic single nucleotide
mutations in exome-sequencing data (Figure 1A), and used
that to analyze 140 samples representing 9 non-malignant
solid tissue types (bladder, breast, head and neck, liver, lung,
prostate, stomach and thyroid) and paired benign blood
samples from 70 donors (cancer patients) to detect exonic
somatic mutations (Figure 1B; Supplementary Table S1).
Their tumors, as well as matched benign solid tissues and
peripheral blood were processed and sequenced by The
Cancer Genome Atlas initiative (13). We compared exome
bam-�les for non-malignant blood, matched solid tissues
and also paired tumor samples for each donor, and applied
multiple �lters to identify somaticmutations speci�c to non-
malignant tissues (allele frequency >0.1; see ‘Materials and
Methods’ section, Supplementary Text and Supplementary
Figures S1 and S2 for details). These mutations could be of
early developmental origin, or reached high allele frequency
selection, drift and/or differentiation bias (Supplementary
Text). Variants present in both blood and paired solid tis-
sue from the same donor were not considered, and there-
fore we might have missed those mutations that occurred
very early, before tissue differentiation during embryogen-
esis. Any potential false positives due to tumor DNA con-
taminations were also excluded after comparing the paired
tumor genomes.
A total of 80% of the samples had 2–39 exonic mutations

(median: 8; Figure 1C and Supplementary Figure S3). A
substantial fraction of the somatic variants were also de-
tectable in the RNA-Seq data from the same samples, in-
dicating that some of these variants were also expressed
(Supplementary Figure S2). The burden of somatic muta-
tions detected in non-malignant tissues in our study appears
to be consistent with that reported elsewhere. For instance,
Welch et al. (25) detected 5–15 exonic mutations per human
HSC, and whole genome sequencing of peripheral blood
of a super-centenarian (15) detected hundreds of somatic
mutations at 60× sequencing coverage. Investigating blood
exome-seq data for 2728 cancer patients (with solid tumor),
and focusing on 558 cancer associated genes, Xie et al. iden-
ti�ed 77 somatic mutations (rare truncating variants and
known hotspot variants) in 58 individuals (26).

Prevalence of somatic mutations in benign human tissues

Absolute somatic mutation burden could not be directly
compared between samples due to technical issues. There-
fore, for each sample, we calculated the rate of detectable
somatic mutation per base pair, dubbed adjusted detectable
mutation burden (ADMB), after considering only the po-
sitions covered at suf�cient sequencing depth (≥25×).
ADMB depends not only on the tissue-speci�c progenitor
cell mutation rates, but also other factors including cell di-
vision rate, the actions of selection and drift, clonal make
up, and tissue turn over. First, focusing on blood sam-
ples, we found that ADMB usually varied within a nar-
row range between individuals (median: 0.34 per Mb, inter-
quartile range: 0.42 per Mb; Figure 1C). When the sam-
ples were grouped according to the original TCGA co-
horts, no batch effect was observed (Supplementary Fig-
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ure S4). Cross-tissue analysis indicated that ADMB was
roughly comparable between the tissue types (median:0.36,
inter-quartile range: 0.65 per Mb), although certain tissues
such as head and neck had signi�cantly higher ADMB than
other tissues (Mann–Whitney U test, P-value: 1.66E-02).
ADMB in paired blood and solid tissues for the same donor
showed no signi�cant correlation (Spearman r: 0.152, P-
value: 2.09E-01, Figure 1D), which was even more appar-
ent when adjusted for age (partial correlation, spearman r:
0.109,P-value: 3.68E-01). This provided another indication
that systematic biases due to batch effects were probably not
of concern in our analysis.
Since blood and other tissues are polyclonal, and the con-

stituting clones can contribute to differentiated cells at un-
equal proportions (e.g. in blood (27,28)), we were able to
detect only the mutations present in dominant, genetically
distinct clones in the most prevalent cell types in the tissue.
Thus, our assessments probably re�ect the lower bound of
the number of somatic mutations in human tissues (Fig-
ure 1E). Nevertheless, note that our tissue-level estimates
were consistent with that based on clones derived from sin-
gle stem cells (25) (Supplementary Figure S5). The majority
of the samples did not have suf�cient numbers of high fre-
quency somatic mutations to identify the number and pro-
portion of major clones. Nevertheless, high allele frequency
somatic mutations probably indicated (i) early developmen-
tal origin, (ii) clonal dominance (cell competition, drift and
population bottlenecks in the tissue stem cell pool can af-
fect clonal balance and a few genetically distinct clones can
become dominant) (29) and/or (ii) skewed clonal contribu-
tion in differentiated cells (e.g. actively cycling HSCs con-
tribute disproportionally to peripheral blood) (30), help so-
matic mutations to reach high allele frequency (‘Materials
and Methods’ section and Supplementary Text).

Factors associated with high rates of somatic mutations in be-
nign tissues

First, integrating age data and grouping blood samples ac-
cording to patient age, we found that ADMB systematically
increased with age (Figure 2A, Spearman r: 0.28, P-value:
1.82E-02), such that ADMB for the patients in age group of
80–90 years is nearly double of that in the age group of 30–
40 years. This is consistent with single clone-based estimates
(25) and those derived indirectly from tumor genomes (2).
Our result indicates that age-dependent increase in the mu-
tation burden is not only evident in individual clones (2,25),
but leaves its signature in terms of high allele frequency so-
matic mutations in the tissue bulk. Different tissue age dif-
ferently compared to the age of the individual (dubbed age
acceleration), based on their CpGmethylation status, which
can serve as tissue-speci�c epigenetic clocks. Using CpG
methylation-based tissue-speci�c age acceleration data (31),
we found that the benign tissues with high age acceleration
(e.g. breast) had relatively lower ADMB, indicating lighter
burden of high allele frequency somatic mutations (Figure
2B). This is consistent with the report that tumor tissues
with high age acceleration exhibit fewer somatic mutations
in cancer (31), but further work needs to be done to estab-
lish causality.

The ADMB in benign lung tissues was signi�cantly cor-
related with the number of cigarette packs smoked per year,
even after adjusting for patient age (partial correlation P-
value: 5.10E-04; Figure 2C). Smoking leads to oxidative
DNA damage and increased burden of acquired mutations
in lung cells, but it was interesting to observe that the oxida-
tive DNA damage signature was observed even at the level
of high allele frequency somatic mutations in lung. This
�nding also suggests that not only the mutations that arose
during early fetal development, but also those acquired later
in adulthood (e.g. due to smoking) could reach dominance
in the tissue bulk within a few years or decades, perhaps
by cell competition and/or drift. The samples that carried
missense mutations in DNA repair genes (17), had signif-
icantly higher burden of somatic mutations compared to
others (Figure 2D; Mann–Whitney U test, P-value: 2.00E-
03). We could not validate the DNA repair gene mutations,
and also acknowledge that not all missense mutations im-
pair DNA repair function; therefore we interpret these re-
sults with caution. Nevertheless, taken together, it is evident
that intrinsic and extrinsic factors (e.g. age, smoking) are
associated with increased burden of high allelic frequency
somatic mutations in apparently benign human tissues.

Substitution patterns and mutational signatures

Analyzing nucleotide substitution pattern across tissue
types, we found that C:G > A:T transversions, which are
known marker for oxidative DNA damage, were predom-
inant in head and neck, lung (LUSC), stomach and thy-
roid tissues (Figure 3A). The C:G>A:T substitution signa-
ture was unlikely to be artifacts due to sample preparation
or sequencing error (Supplementary Text and Supplemen-
tary Figure S1). Oxidative DNA damage in tissues such as
stomach is well established (32), but the observed propor-
tions of different substitution classes in stomach and thy-
roid samples could be due to small sample size. The dif-
ference in substitution patterns between the two lung co-
horts could be due to difference in tissue organization be-
tween proximal (LUSC) and distal (LUAD) lung tissues.
It is likely that smoking and other mutagenic factors also
contributed to the observed substitution patterns. Interest-
ingly, the somatic mutations with relatively low allele fre-
quency had proportionally more C:G > A:T substitutions
compared to those present at higher allele frequency (Figure
3B). Furthermore, the proportion of C:G > A:T correlated
with age (Figure 3C, spearman r= 0.22).We also found that
current and former smokers had more C:G > A:T substitu-
tion in lung compared to non-smokers (Figure 3D), which
is similar to that previously reported (33). In fact, C:G >

A:T is a prominent signature of smoking associated oxida-
tive DNA damage in lung (34) and bladder cancer (34). We
did not have suf�cient smoking data for other cohorts, but it
is likely that not only smoking, but also other factors con-
tributed to an excess of C:G > A:T transversions in lung
and other organs.
We then examined whether TCR shaped the somatic mu-

tational landscape. We ranked the genes using expression
data for CD34+ HSCs (21), and �agged the top 25% of
known genes as highly expressed and bottom 25% as lowly
expressed. We found that the lowly expressed genes have
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Figure 2. (A) Boxplot showing that ADMB in blood increases with age of the donors. (B) Scatter-plot showing median ADMB in different tissue types
against their average age acceleration score derived from methylation status of a set of informative CpG sites. (C) Scatterplot showing association between
the numbers of cigarette packs smoked per year and ADMB in lung for the donors. (D) Samples with missense mutations in DNA repair genes had
signi�cantly higher ADMB compared to other samples in the study.

proportionally more C:G > A:T substitutions indicating
higher burden of oxidative DNA damage compared to that
in the highly expressed genes (Figure 3E). Furthermore,
transcribed strands had more C > A substitution relative
to G > T substitution indicating transcriptional strand bias
(Figure 3F). We found similar results using expression data
for whole blood (Figure 3E–F; Fisher’s exact test;P-value<

0.05 for all cases). The results were consistent even when al-
ternative expression thresholds were used (Supplementary
Figure S6), providing novel evidence for a role of TCR in
the somatic mutations in benign tissues.

Likely cell of origin of the detected mutations

Somatic mutations arise during development and aging.
Those that arose during early embryonic development, be-
fore tissue differentiation stage should be present in both
blood and other tissues, and hence cannot be detected in
our analysis. On the other hand those, which arose at the
terminal stages of differentiation (e.g. lymphoid or myeloid
differentiation in blood) are unlikely to reach high allele
frequency (e.g. >0.1). Therefore, the majority of the so-
matic mutations observed in our analysis probably arose in
hematopoietic stem and early progenitor cells. We exam-
ined whether TCR signature could independently predict
the cell of origin of the mutations. We calculated an intu-
itive index, dubbedTCR score (transcription coupled repair
score), that combines both (i) the difference in proportion of

C:G> A:T substitution, and also (ii) transcriptional strand
bias in C>A versus G>T substitution between highly and
lowly expressed genes (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section
for details). We repeated the analysis in Figure 3E–F, using
70 different benign cell types. The score was signi�cantly
higher in blood cell-types compared to other cell types (Fig-
ure 3G; P-value: 5.30E-03); even within blood, lymph node,
CD33+ myeloid progenitor cells and CD34+ HSCs ranked
at the top of the list (differentiated blood cells had lower
ranks; Supplementary Table S2). Other organs (e.g. heart),
which had some representation near the top of the list, did
not have statistically signi�cant enrichment. Taken together,
our observations further supported the hypothesis that ma-
jority of the high allele frequency somatic mutations de-
tected in blood were acquired in the HSCs and early lym-
phoid or myeloid progenitor cell populations.

Missense mutations and pathways

Two-third of the somatic mutations in protein-coding re-
gions in our dataset were missense (Figure 4A), which is
consistent with other reports (9,35). In blood, 43 missense
mutations were in highly expressed genes (top 25 percentile)
andwere also deemed as potentially damaging by SIFT (20).
The affected genes were moderately enriched for signaling
and development (Figure 4B). None of the mutations was
causally implicated in blood-related diseases or leukemia,
and sparse clinical data was insuf�cient for survival analy-
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Figure 3. (A) Bar-plot showing nucleotide substitution patterns in different tissue types. (B) Proportion of different substitution classes for somatic muta-
tions grouped by allele frequency. (C) Bar-plot showing age-associated changes in proportion of different types of nucleotide substitutions in blood. (D)
Bar-plot showing changes in proportion of different types of nucleotide substitutions in lung as a function of smoking habits. (E) Proportion of C:G >

A:T substitutions in lowly and highly expressed genes, based on expression data in whole blood and CD34+ hematopoietic stem cells. (F) Transcriptional
strand bias, as estimated by the proportion of G > T/C > A substitution on the transcribed strand for lowly and highly expressed genes. Highly expressed
genes have proportionally more C > A substitution than G > T substitution on the transcribed strand than lowly expressed genes. (G) Tissues were ranked
based on the TCR score, and the top 10 tissue types are shown (blood-related tissues are shown in red).

sis. We repeated the analysis with the genes that were in the
top 50 percentile in terms of expression (instead of top 25
percentile) and had potentially damaging mutations (Sup-
plementary Figure S7), and detected enrichment for several
additional pathway, some of which were associated with im-
mune function and tumorigenesis (Regulation of Androgen
receptor activity, P-value: 2.9E-03; Chromatin remodeling
by SWI/SNF ATP-dependent complexes, P-value: 3.6E-03;
Signaling events mediated by HDAC Class I, P-value: 3.8E-
03; Downstream signaling in naive CD8+ T cells, P-value:
6.6E-03;Pathways involve in Glioma and Prostate Cancer,P-
value: 5.8E-03 and 7.5E-03, respectively). We repeated the
functional enrichment analysis, after adjusting for gene ex-
pression in blood, and found consistent results (P-value <

0.05 in all cases). Interestingly, 12/16 of the missense mu-
tations in these functional categories were potentially dam-

aging, higher than that expected based on all the genes ex-
pressed in blood (∼1:1, Supplementary Figure S8). The en-
richment was apparent even after adjusting for the number
of synonymous mutations in these genes, indicating that it
was unlikely due to increased local mutation rate. We note
that the number of missense mutations in any given indi-
vidual was small (and hence not suitable for per-individual
rigorous pathway enrichment analysis), not all potentially
damaging mutations affect gene function, and these muta-
tions were not likely to lead to severe functional defects in
apparently benign blood. Even then, one might argue that
the collective impact of the somatic mutations could po-
tentially contribute to subtle perturbations in cellular pro-
cesses, and if suchmutations occur in clonally expanded cell
populations, whether by mutagenesis or selection, the con-
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Figure 4. (A) Amino acid substitution patterns in different tissue types. (B) Pathways that are enriched for potentially deleterious mutations in genes that
also have high expression in blood. (C) Scatterplot showing allele frequency estimates of somatic mutations in RNA and exome-seq data from the same
blood samples. (D) Graph showing the probability of survival of an HSC clone as a function of time. Black and orange curves show the probability for
wild-type HSCs, and those whose death rate is 20% higher, respectively. (E) A schematic representation showing effects of mutagenesis, selection, and drift
during development and aging on the mutation landscape of non-malignant somatic tissues.

sequences could be detectable at the tissue-level for the in-
dividual, as recently reported (5).

Conventional proxies of selection in somatic tissues

Next we analyzed the dataset for classical signatures of se-
lection. First, integrating expression data from the same tis-
sue samples, we found that a majority of the missense mu-
tations were also present in RNA-Seq data from the same
samples (Figure 4C).We found consistent results when only
potentially damaging missense mutations were considered
(Supplementary Figure S9) indicating that mutant alleles at
the site of missense mutations, even those deemed poten-
tially damaging were not necessarily selectively suppressed
at the expression level. Second, we found no difference in

allelic frequencies between missense, nonsense, and silent
mutations in blood (Supplementary Figure S10), and the
burden of missense mutations was high (especially relative
to silent mutations). We found similar results when consid-
ering only the mutations that were in the genes expressed
in blood. Furthermore, even when we considered only mis-
sensemutations, the ratio of potentially damaging versus be-
nign mutations in the genes that were expressed in blood
(top 25 percentile) was not signi�cantly different from the
ratio in the genes that are not expressed (Supplementary
Figure S10; hypergeometric test; P-value > 0.05). There-
fore, in somatic tissues the conventional proxies of purifying
selection were weak.
We hypothesized that the cell division rate in the stem cell

pool might be insuf�cient for purging deleterious mutations
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quickly, leading to the apparent paradox. To test this hy-
pothesis, we applied a published linear birth-immigration-
death model (23,24) (see ‘Materials and Methods’ section
for details) to human hematopoiesis to predict how long
a HSC clone carrying a somatic mutation could persist in
the hematopoietic system under different purifying selec-
tion pressure (lack of suitable data limited our ability to ex-
tend the analysis to other tissue types). We found that typ-
ically, a clone carrying a neutral mutation could persist in
the adult HSC pool for 1, 5 and 10 years with probabilities
0.55, 0.25 and 0.18, respectively. Surprisingly, even when a
deleterious mutation increased the HSC death rate by 20%,
corresponding decrease in probabilities to persist in the pool
was modest (i.e.∼0.54, 0.23 and 0.16, respectively), indicat-
ing that such mutations were not purged rapidly from the
pool in adults (Figure 4D). While speci�cs of this model
(23,24) can be debated, the key conclusion holds true for
broad ranges of parameter regimes. We considered possi-
bilities when mutations affecting replication and differen-
tiation rates were considered in the model (Supplementary
Figures S11 and S12); the probability to persist in the pool
decreased with an increase in differentiation rate. Key re-
sults in Figure 4D were unaffected when we used an alter-
nate model in murine system (36) (Supplementary Text and
Supplementary Figure S13). Therefore, it is likely that the
deleterious somatic mutations, once acquired, can persist
for long time in the stem cell pool, primarily due to slow
cell division rate, contributing to the signatures of appar-
ently weak purifying selection. Even though relevant data
for other tissues are limited, it appears that the observa-
tion can be extended to other tissues as well (Supplementary
Text and Supplementary Figure S14).We discuss additional
aspects of mutagenesis/selection/differentiation balance in
the ‘Discussion’ section.

DISCUSSION

Taken together, analyzing multiple benign human tissue
types, we report the effects of extrinsic and intrinsic muta-
genic factors, as well as selection on the landscape of so-
matic mutations detectable at tissue-level resolution (Fig-
ure 4E). To offer a balanced perspective, we note the po-
tential caveats of our analysis. First and importantly, as
we did not have access to the biological samples, we could
not perform traditional validation using orthogonal meth-
ods. But we applied rational �lters, and the number of so-
matic mutations reported here is consistent with that based
on theoretical and observed estimates (15,23–26). Second,
limited depth of sequencing coverage led us to restrict our
analysis to high allelic frequency mutations only. We sus-
pect that an analysis over a broader allele frequency range
can provide further critical insights. Third, all the donors
were cancer patients, and some of them (e.g. most of those
with lung cancer) were smokers. It remains debatable if their
non-malignant tissues were truly ‘normal’––contributing to
the seed and soil hypothesis (37). Therefore, we recommend
caution while extending the conclusions to average human
populations. Finally, without clinical data we take a conser-
vative approach when discussing functional effects of so-
matic mutations in apparently benign tissues, and refrain
from inferring causality from correlation alone.

Nevertheless, our study provides important insights into
mutational signatures in human tissues. For instance, our
results suggest that even the mutations acquired later in
adulthood can reach high allele frequency in the tissue (e.g.
in lung) within the lifetime. This raises a question if life
style and environmental exposures not only modify epige-
netic makeup, but also lead to discernable changes in ge-
netic makeup of the tissues; this observation, if validated
by others, in turn can have implications for late-age diseases.
Our cell of origin analysis indicates that many of the muta-
tions detectable at tissue-level resolution were acquired in
the long-lived tissue stem or progenitor cells (e.g. in blood).
In some cases somatic mutations could directly cause dis-
eased conditions, while in other cases they can modulate
disease phenotypes (1). In other cases (e.g. during oncogen-
esis) the burden of somaticmutations can potentially reduce
cellular �tness of healthy cells in benign tissues, increasing
selection for adaptive oncogenic events (38). This is prob-
ably true also in non-tumor contexts. Even when no dis-
ease gene is affected, somatic mutations in both stem cells
and their supportive niche cells can reduce overall �tness of
these cells, affect cell competition and shape the makeup of
the pool of tissue progenitor cells (also tissue phenotype in
some cases), during development and aging (29).

The conventional proxies for purifying selection were
weak, a trend also observed in cancers. We note that, some
of themissensemutations could be recessive in somatic cells,
need not always affect protein function or cellular processes
in all lineages in the tissue, and that our detection thresh-
old permitted us to only consider high allele frequency so-
matic mutations. Furthermore, not all such mutations af-
fect cellular �tness and proliferation rates, especially in het-
erozygous conditions. Nonetheless, the relative abundance
of missense mutations, especially those deemed potentially
damaging and had detectable expression in apparently be-
nign tissues was noteworthy. Our �nding is consistent with
other reports that (i) there is no evidence for purifying se-
lection on somatic, pathogenic mutations in mitochondria
(39), (ii) regulatory mechanisms protect stem cells in benign
tissues in embryos from cell competition, and foster cell co-
operation (40) (which could allow less �t cells to persist in
the population), and (iii) codon usage bias, which also im-
poses purifying selection, correlates weakly with the tissue-
level expression in human (41), and (iv) �uctuating selection
(e.g. along developmental hierarchy) can give rise to mu-
tational signatures that could be mistaken as under weak
purifying selection or driven by positive selection (42). It is
also likely that the effective population size of tissue stem
and progenitor cells, their proliferation and differentiation
rates, and changing environment in developmental lineages
(36,43) might be insuf�cient for purifying selection to purge
these mutations effectively.
Somatic mutations and mosaicism in healthy tissues have

implications not only for etiology, diagnosis and treatment
of diseases including cancer but also emerging technologies
in healthcare. Solid tissues often suffer from �eld canceriza-
tion (44) and may not be ‘normal’ in molecular characteris-
tics, even when they appear pathologically non-malignant.
Low frequency cancer gene somatic mutations have been
detected in apparently benign tissues (45,46), which can
pose challenges for early detection of malignancies using
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liquid biopsy. Furthermore, cell-to-cell genetic variation
can be translated into differences in the genetic makeup of
the iPS cells derived from the same donor (8), which can
bring in unforeseen clinical challenges.

SUPPLEMENTARY DATA

Supplementary Data are available at NAR Online.
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